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DNA origami is a modular platform for the combination
of molecular and colloidal components to create optical,
electronic, and biological devices. Integration of such
nanoscale devices with microfabricated connectors and
circuits is challenging: large numbers of freely diffusing
devices must be fixed at desired locations with desired
alignment. We present a DNA origami molecule whose
energy landscape on lithographic binding sites has a
unique maximum. This property enables device align-
ment within 3.2◦ on SiO2. Orientation is absolute (all
degrees of freedom are specified) and arbitrary (every
molecule’s orientation is independently specified). The
use of orientation to optimize device performance is
shown by aligning fluorescent emission dipoles within
microfabricated optical cavities. Large-scale integration
is demonstrated via an array of 3,456 DNA origami with
12 distinct orientations, which indicates the polarization
of excitation light.
The sequential combination of solution-phase self-assembly
(SPSA) and directed self-assembly (DSA) provides a general
paradigm for the synthesis of nanoscale devices and their
large-scale integration with control circuitry, microfluidics, or other
conventionally-fabricated structures. SPSA for the creation of
sub-lithographic devices via structural DNA nanotechnology (1) is
relatively mature. In particular, typical DNA origami (2) allow up to
200 nanoscale components, including carbon nanotubes (3–5), metal
nanoparticles (6, 7), fluorescent molecules (6–8), quantum dots
(7, 9) and conductive polymers (10) to be simultaneously juxtaposed
at 3-5 nm resolution within a 100 nm×70 nm DNA rectangle.
DSA uses topographic (11, 12) or chemical (13–26) patterning,
fields (27–37), or flow (38–46) to control the higher order structure
of molecules and particles. Well-developed for continuous block
copolymers films (13, 14), spherical nanoparticles (11, 12), and
linear nanostructures (16–22, 27–36, 38–46), DSA is less developed
for origami-templated devices for which shape and symmetry play
an important role in device function and integration.
Two challenges arise in the DSA of orgami-templated devices.
The first is analogous to the problem of absolute orientation
(47) (Fig. 1A) in computational geometry: Given two Cartesian
coordinate systems, what translation and rotation can transform the
first to the second? Such transformations are key in computer vision
and robotics, where they can be used to plan the motion of a virtual
camera, or a robot arm. The physical analog for DSA asks: How
can an asymmetric device in solution be positioned and aligned
relative to a global reference frame in the laboratory? The second
challenge is to achieve absolute orientation for many devices at once,
such that the position and alignment of each device is arbitrary, i.e.
independent of other devices (Fig. 1B). DNA origami placement
(DOP) (24–26) is a potential solution to both challenges. In DOP the
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match between the overall shape of an origami and lithographically
patterned binding sites is used both to position the origami in x
and y, and to control its in-plane rotation θ. The strength of DOP
is that thousands of origami can be oriented with high yield and
fidelity: ∼95% of sites have single origami aligned within ±10◦ of
a desired θ. The weakness of DOP has been the exclusive use of
equilaterial triangles: an equilateral triangle can attach to its binding
site in one of six orientations (at any of three equivalent rotations,
flipped right-side up or up-side down). Thus DOP of equilateral
triangles does not achieve absolute orientation and its use is limited
to devices with compatible symmetry, e.g. point-like (8), three-fold,
or six-fold.
Consideration of fully asymmetric (C1 symmetric) devices, like
bipolar junction transistors, motivates the development of absolute
and arbitrary DSA (Fig. 1C), and clarifies conditions for which DOP
of high symmetry shapes (like equilateral triangles and rectangles)
or other DSA methods (fig. S1) are insufficent. Were DOP of
rectangular origami used for the three-device circuit pictured, the
origami’s symmetry would allow it to bind in four orientations
relative to each binding site: one (Fig. 1D) desired and three
(Fig. 1, E to G) undesired. Random binding at each site would
result in exponentially low yield: only (0.25)3 = 1.6% of circuits
would have all three transistors in the desired orientation. Flow
or field alignment of induced dipoles would allow the same four
orientations. Field alignment of origami bearing fixed dipoles
could break in-plane rotational symmetry but would still allow two
orientations (Fig. 1D and F) related by a horizontal flip. Further,
such purely global methods cannot simultaneously specify distinct
rotations or translations for multiple devices, and could not fabricate
the given circuit in a single step; arbitrary orientation promises
independent alignment of an unlimited number of devices in a single
step. Approaches which fix the ends of linear nanostructures on
metal bars or dots (18, 19, 21), or align them to chemical stripes
(16), add arbitrary control of position and in-plane rotation, but
still cannot distinguish the orientations in Fig. 1, D to G. Nor can
methods which fix the corners of rectangles (22). Here we show
that absolute orientation can be achieved by DOP with suitably
asymmetric DNA origami shapes, and demonstrate two applications
in which absolute and arbitrary orientation work together to optimize
or integrate optical devices.
DOP can been performed on any planar substrate (e.g. SiO2,
quartz, silicon nitride [SiN] and diamond-like carbon) whose surface
can be differentiated into negatively-charged binding sites (green
features throughout paper) which bind negatively-charged DNA
origami strongly in the presence of bridging Mg2+ ions, and a neutral
background which binds origami weakly (gray backgrounds). Here
e-beam patterned binding sites are made negative via silanols which
are ionized at the pH (8.3) of the origami binding buffer and
the neutral background is a trimethylsilyl monolayer, generated
via silanization. DOP is a complex adsorption process which
involves both 3D diffusion to the surface, and 2D diffusion
of weakly bound origami on the background. Observations of
lateral jamming, binding of multiple origami to a single site, and
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reorientation of origami already bound to sites suggest that DOP
is both nonequilibrium and non-Langmuir (26). Thus to simplify
development of absolute orientation, we separated the problem into
two parts: first, breaking up-down symmetry on unpatterned SiO2
(e.g. differentiating between the pair of orientations in Fig. 1, D and
E and the pair in Fig. 1, F and G) and second, breaking rotational
symmetry in the context of DOP (e.g. differentiating between
Fig. 1D and Fig. 1E).
The breaking of up-down symmetry was explored using
asymmetric right triangles (Fig. 2A). Synthesized via the SPSA
of 200 short DNA staple strands with a long scaffold strand,
asymmetric right triangles have left (orange) and right (purple)
faces which are easily distinguished by atomic force microscopy
(AFM). Our idea was to make one side of the origami non-sticky and
hence bias binding, through the addition of single-stranded (ssDNA)
extensions to the 5′ ends of staples. To control for geometric
details of the right triangle design, and isolate intrinsic bias which
might arise from these details instead of ssDNA extensions, two
versions were created. In one version, the ends of all staple
strands and hence all nicks in the phosphate backbone fell on the
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Fig. 1. Challenges for DSA of origami-templated devices. (A) The mathematical problem of absolute orientation. Bold arrows show in-plane
axes, dotted arrows point into page; regular arrows point out. (B) The physical problem of absolutely orienting solution-phase (blue) devices on
planar substrates (gray) so that each device has an arbitrary, user-specifiable orientation. (C) DOP scheme for an asymmetric device (bipolar
junction transistor) shows the problem of using high symmetry origami. Rectangles would attach to binding sites (green) with four orientations
(D–G), two right-side up (purple) and two up-side down (orange). Electrodes c, e, and b can only connect to transistor collector, emitter, and
base in a single (desired) orientation. Global methods are ruled out: coordinate systems attached to origami indicate symmetries that prevent
fields or flow from distinguishing D–G; the intended circuit contains three sites and two orientations (gray arrows) requiring arbitrary orientation.
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Fig. 2. DOP of asymmetric right triangles. (A) Before DOP, up-down symmetry was broken by extending staples on either the right face
(purple) or left face (orange) with ssDNA (20 nt, poly[T]) at nicks in the phosphate backbone. From zero (0%) to 200 staples (100%) were
extended. AFM shows that 100% extension caused nearly 100% bias on unpatterned SiO2, with extensions facing up; outline color reflects bias.
Extensions interfere with binding of negatively-charged phosphate groups to Mg2+ ions (red) immobilized on ionized silanols (green). (B) Plot
summarizes AFM data from (A). (C) AFM data (blue bars, N = 437 sites) compared with kinetic (red) and thermodynamic (green) predictions
for the percentage of right triangles bound at a given angle (within a 9◦ macrostate) on a shape-matched binding site; Insets show models of the
highest abundance microstate within a macrostate (purple triangles on green sites) and an AFM image of an example microstate.
origami’s right face; in the other, vice versa. Designed to be flat
via twist correction (48), extension-less right triangles of both types
exhibited a weak preference to bind unpatterned SiO2 with their
right face up (∼60:40 right:left, Fig. 2A); thus intrinsic bias was
not due to asymmetric flexibility caused by nick position. Bias has
been observed in curved single-sheet structures elsewhere (49, 50)
suggesting that residual curvature due to imperfect twist correction
of the right triangle designs might be responsible for bias here.
Strong bias (nearly 100%) was attained by adding 20 nt poly(T)
ssDNA extensions to the ends of all 200 staples; origami whose
left face was extended bound left-face up, and vice versa (Fig. 1B).
Adding poly(A) ssDNA to make all extensions double-stranded and
rigid abolished the bias, supporting the idea that on SiO2 ssDNA
extension create bias by acting as entropic brushes which interfere
with DNA-SiO2 binding. However, the symmetry-breaking effect of
ssDNA extensions on SiO2 does not generalize to other surfaces:
on mica, where DNA-mica interactions are much stronger than
DNA-SiO2 interactions for the same Mg2+ concentration (26), no
bias was observed; on graphene, where pi-pi interactions between the
unpaired bases and graphene are attractive (51), the bias inverted.
To break rotational symmetry, we began with the DOP of
right-face extended triangles (Fig. 2C), used the results to develop
a model of binding, and then used the model to design an origami
shape which achieved absolute orientation. AFM images of sites
binding a single right triangle (73% of N = 600 sites, fig. S2)
were analyzed, and the angle θ between origami and binding
site was measured to the nearest multiple of 4.5◦. Only 34%
of origami bound with the desired alignment (θ = 0◦), too
few for reliable absolute orientation. We next asked whether the
distribution of states better fit a kinetic or equilibrium model, under
the assumption that the binding energy of a given state is linearly
proportional to the area of overlap between the origami and binding
site; θ = 0, with its total overlap of origami and binding site,
has the highest possible binding energy. The state space was
discretized in both x and y (1 nm increments), and θ (1◦ increments),
encompassing more than 19 million states with positive overlap. For
kinetic predictions (Fig. 2C, red), we performed steepest ascent hill
climbing using all possible states as initial configurations, and found
that (neglecting variations in x and y) the state space had three basins
of attraction whose maxima (θ = 0, ±150◦) corresponded with
the three most common experimental states (Fig. 2C, blue). Kinetic
abundances predicted by measuring and normalizing basin volumes
overestimated experimental abundances with relatively small factors
(from 1.1× for θ = 0◦ to 2.6× for 150◦). Small changes to details
of the model (Fig. S3) predicted the existence but not quantitative
abundance of minority states (e.g. θ = −122 or 90◦). For
thermodynamic predictions (Fig. 2C, green), we calculated expected
equilibrium abundances from the partition function, using an energy
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Fig. 3. Breaking rotational symmetry. (A) Ideal ring with offset hole. (B) DNA origami approximation of (A) comprised of 34 parallel helix
axes (gray cylinders). Inset shows rotation of the fluorescent dye TOTO-3’s absorption dipole along the length of a TOTO-3 intercalated helix.
Coordinate system shows relationships between helix axes, excitation polarization (β) and origami rotation (θ). (C) Section of energy landscape
for ideal shape (A) on binding site, θ=180◦. Colors run from high binding energy (red) to low (blue). (D) Same as (C), for experimental shape (B).
(E and F) AFM and averaged AFM (N=600) of DOP on arrays of disk-shaped and shape-matched sites. (G and H) Fluorescence microscopy
of TOTO-3 intercalated into DOP arrays on disk-shaped and shape-matched sites (ex. 642 nm; em. 660 nm). (I and J) Intensity (red dots) of
N=600 sites in (G) and (H) as a function of excitation polarization β. Blue line, best fit.
per unit area overlap derived by constraining the abundance at
θ = 0 ± 4◦ to match experiment; thermodynamic abundances
underestimated experimental abundances with large factors (from
5.5× for θ = 150◦ to 7.3× for −150◦). Our data are thus
most consistent with a strongly kinetically trapped regime in which
origami enter the state space at random (when they collide with a
binding site) and simply proceed to a local maxima (fig. S4A) in
binding energy.
The strong kinetic trapping exhibited by DOP constrains the
energy landscapes which can robustly break rotational symmetry:
the volume of a single basin of attraction must comprise most of the
state space; in the best case the landscape will have a unique global
maximum. Exact analysis (52) and general yet simple geometric
arguments (53) have shown existence of a unique global maximum
for a disk with an offset hole (Fig. 3A), a shape we call a ‘small
moon’. Experiments with millimeter-scale models on hydrophobic
binding sites (54) confirm that small moons translate and rotate
to a unique orientation from initial configurations created by hand
using tweezers. Here, we approximated the small moon shape
by a DNA origami (Fig. 3B, fig. S5A) with an offset square hole
(circumscribed by the ideal hole). Exact mathematical analysis of
the energy landscape of the approximate small moon was hindered
by its complex jagged outline, so we discretized the landscape
as above. Like its idealized counterpart the DNA origami small
moon has a unique global maximum in its energy landscape,
although the square-shaped hole slightly flattens the landscape in
some regions (compare Figs. 3C and D, figs. S4B and C). DOP
of small moon origami with ssDNA extensions to break up-down
symmetry (fig. S5D) was performed on both disk-shaped control
sites (Fig. 3E and fig. S6) and shape-matched sites (Fig. 3F and
fig. S7). The average of 498 AFM images of control sites with single
origami (83% of 600 total sites) gave an annular shape indicating
random orientation; the average of 592 images on shape-matched
sites (98.7% of 600 total sites) reconstruct the small moon shape,
confirming unique alignment.
By fitting the small moon shape to AFM of small moon origami
on shape-matched sites, we found that alignment varied by ±6.7◦
(±1 SD). This variability includes both real variability due to
fabrication error or imperfect assembly, and spurious variability
due to the fitting of a model shape to poorly resolved origami;
the latter error is difficult to estimate. To get a better estimate of
alignment precision, we imaged small moons intercalated post-DOP
with the fluorescent dye TOTO-3 (Figs. 3G to J, figs. S8 and
S9). For 600-site arrays of small moons on disk-shaped control and
shape-matched sites, we measured emission intensity for excitation
polarization β in 10◦ steps (sampling each β twice by rotating the
stage from 0◦ to 350◦) and fit the emission to derive distributions
for the origami orientation θ. The reported angle between the
molecular absorption dipole of TOTO-3 analogs and the DNA
helix axis (φ) ranges from 61◦ to 90◦ (55–58), but the exact
angle is unimportant for measuring variability: it is close enough
to 90◦ that averaging over multiple dyes (intercalated at varying
rotations due to twist, Fig. 3B) results in a strongly anisotropic
net dipole strength in the plane of the origami. Consequently,
emission peaks for β perpendicular to the helix axes (58), coincident
with θ. The strength of a molecular dipole µ excited by an
electric field E along the direction of unit vector eˆ = E/|E| is
D(E) = |µ · eˆ|2 = |µ|2 cos2(β − θ) where β is the polarization
of E, and θ the in-plane dipole angle. According to the dipole
approximation (59, 60), emission is proportional to absorption,
which is proportional to |E|2D(E). Thus experimental intensity
can be fit to Io cos2(β− θ) + c where Io is the maximum emission,
and c is the background (camera noise, reflection). Emission from
a collection of n molecular dipoles µk bound to an origami is
proportional to |E|2Dnet, where the net dipole strength* is given
by Dnet(E) =
∑n
k=1 |µk · eˆ|2. Thus the experimental intensity of
n molecular dipoles with an anisotropic net in-plane dipole strength
can be fit to the cos2 expression above: if E‖ and θ are defined
to lie along the direction of maximum net dipole strength, then Io
is proportional to the difference Dnet(E‖) − Dnet(E⊥) and c is
the background plus a contribution proportional to Dnet(E⊥), from
the direction of smallest net dipole strength. Emission from control
sites (Fig. 3I, fig. S10A and B) individually fit this expression but
individual θ were uniformly distributed (fig. S10C), both confirming
random origami orientation and ruling out polarization anisotropy in
our setup. As expected, aggregate data could not be fit. In contrast,
aggregate data for shape-matched sites (Fig. 3J) fit θ = 0◦ and fits
to individual sites (fig. S10D) vary by ±3.2◦, our best estimate of
alignment precision.
TOTO-3 intercalation of small moons further enabled us
to demonstrate arbitrary orientation, prototype the large-scale
integration of orientation-dependent devices, and explore variables
which can affect the quality of polarization-based devices. However,
even when the θ and β are orthogonal to each other there is a small,
but reproducible, excitation of the light emitters which we refer to
as the bleed-through of the system. We quantified bleed-through
for the data in Fig. 3J; after background subtraction we found that
emission from origami perpendicular to β was 30% of that from
origami parallel to . We quantified bleed-through for the data in
Fig. 3J; after background subtraction we found that emission from
origami perpendicular to β was 30% of that from origami parallel
to β. In interpreting the source of bleed-through, we consider
only the effect of dye alignment and neglect small polarization
mixing effects of high numerical aperture on excitation polarization
(59). In an ideal device, all dye molecules would align perfectly
with E‖: Dnet(E⊥) and hence bleed-through would be zero.
Dnet(E⊥) combines contributions from both placement variability
in θ with incoherence of dye angle relative to the origami. The
contribution from placement variability is small, as bleed-through
would be only 0.3% were the ±3.2◦ variability the only source;
±39◦ variability would be required to explain 30% bleed-through.
The contribution from incoherent dye alignment within an origami is
itself complex: it combines the deterministic rotation of φ by DNA
twist, random wobble (61, 62) from rotational diffusion (reduced
here by intercalation and drying), potential alternative binding
modes (63), and significant (∼10.6◦, fig. S11) back-and-forth
bending of each helix axis in a DNA origami (2). Here we
explain bleed-through simply by a combination of φ and helix
bending, which are the most relevant variables for devices based on
intercalators. Attributing all bleed-through to the dipole-helix angle
yields φ = 69◦ and adding helix bending increases our estimate of φ
to 70◦; both are consistent with φ previously measured for TOTO-3
analogs. As with the addition of helix bending, adding other sources
of dye alignment incoherence or excitation polarization mixing to
the model would increase our estimate of φ; thus given our data,
69◦ is a lower bound for φ. On the other hand, even if φ =
90◦ were achieved and all other sources of alignment incoherence
removed, helix bending would still cause ∼3.5% bleed-through, an
unavoidable consequence of randomly intercalating dyes binding to
both +10.6◦ and −10.6◦ bent helices. Devices with better-defined
alignment relative to DNA origami, such as gold rods (64, 65) or
*Note that the strength of the net dipole moment is not the same as the net dipole
strength. Consider equal and opposite dipoles µ = −µ intercalated 180◦ from
each other around the helix. They cancel to yield zero net dipole moment but contribute
equally to the net dipole strength, and hence emission under E.
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single site-specific rigidly-linked chromophores (66), would exhibit
much stronger polarization effects, limited only by the placement
variability (i.e. 0.3% bleed-through might be attained).
Despite the limitations of intercalating dyes, Fig. 4A shows
that arbitrary orientation can integrate 3,456 TOTO-3 labelled
small moons with 12 different θ into a microscopic fluorescent
polarimeter, a 100 µm device which glows most strongly along
the polarization axis of incident light. Microscopic polarimeters
constructed using plasmonic antennas have been created in the
near-IR (67), and arrays of oriented gold rods have been used for
metasurface polarimeters at telecommunication wavelengths (68);
the goal of such on-chip instruments is to replace multiple bulky
and expensive optical components and to make in situ measurements
possible, within devices or transmission lines. Since our polarimeter
reports polarization directly, it could be fabricated on microscope
slides and used in situ to aid polarized fluorescence microscopy (69):
to align excitation polarization grossly by eye without requiring
analyzers, to check for polarization bias, or as a calibration standard
for fluorescence anisotropy of biomolecules. Operating wavelength
could be tuned via intercalation of different dyes (e.g. YOYO-1,
491 nm excitation; TOTO-1, 514 nm; YOYO-1, 612 nm; TOTO-3,
642 nm), or made broadband by using a mixture. Based on the
±3.2◦ variability we observe, fitting the orientation of 3,456 origami
would allow the angle between excitation polarization and surface
features to be measured with a precision of 0.05◦ (SEM). Our
polarimeter is unable to measure z-polarization, but DOP of 3D
origami could add this capability. And while our polarimeter is
not a metasurface (70), it provides a roadmap for how DOP could
push metal-rod metasurfaces from the near-IR, where the rods are
fabricated lithographically, to the visible, via oriented arrays of
smaller colloidal gold rods (64, 65).
Hybrid nanophotonic devices (71) combine light emitters or
scatterers with microfabricated optical resonators to obtain devices
ranging from biosensors (72) to light sources for on-chip quantum
information processing (73). The performance (e.g. sensitivity
of a detector, or intensity of a light source) of such devices
hinges on the strength of the coupling between the emitter and
resonator. In particular, emission intensity is proportional to
the cavity Purcell enhancement Fcav ∝ |µ · E(r)|2, which
is typically a sensitive function of the position of the emitter
r, and the orientation of the emission dipole µ relative to the
cavity electric field E (74). To maximize coupling, the emitter
should be positioned in a peak of a resonant mode, with µ
aligned to the polarization of E at r. Fabricating resonators
with simultaneously positioned and aligned emitters has been a
difficult challenge (75). Most approaches for positioning involve
randomly growing or depositing emitters on a surface, selecting
emitters with microscopy, and tediously fabricating resonators
around them (73, 74, 76, 77). Some emitters can be grown
at predetermined sites within resonators (78), but in general,
deterministic approaches for positioning emitters rely on scanning
probe microscopy (79, 80). Neither “select and post-process” nor
scanning probe approaches can scale to large numbers of devices, or
provide deterministic alignment. Conversely, methods for achieving
deterministic alignment of molecular or vacancy-based emitters
(81–85) do not address positioning. Previously (8), we used DOP
to achieve the large-scale positioning of molecular emitters within
L3 photonic crystal cavities (PCCs); TOTO-3 intercalated small
moons allowed us to extend that work to control the alignment
θ of µ in the cavity (Fig. 4, B to D). To optimize emission
from the PCCs, we created a 13×6 array of identical resonators
(fig. S13 and S14) with small moons positioned in the center of
a y-polarized peak in E, and varied θ in 13 steps from 90◦ to
-90◦across the width of the array. Emission intensity roughly
followed the expected cos2(θ) relationship, and a 4.5-fold increase
was observed for θ which maximally align TOTO-3 dipoles with
Ey. Potential reasons for disagreement between experimental
intensity at 0◦ with FDTD simulation of a single dipole are similar
to those for bleed-through above: TOTO-3 dyes are spread out
over the 100 nm diameter disk of the small moons rather than
in the exact center of the cavity, φ 6= 90 contributes to a net
dipole strength parallel to Ex, and alignment error. Beyond
emitter-in-cavity devices, our ability to simultaneously position
and orient molecular and nanoparticle components should find
wide use in nanophotonics. The collective behavior of multiple
emitter systems is highly sensitive to inter-emitter distance and
relative dipole orientation, suggesting that our technique will be
ideal for studying and engineering fundamental phenomena such as
superradiance (86), and other coherence effects (87). Positioning
and orientation of molecular emitters within optical nanoantennas
will allow antenna performance to be optimized (88); similar control
over metal nanoparticle dipoles will enable optical nanocircuit
elements to be programmed with series, parallel or intermediate
behavior (89, 90).
We have engineered the energy landscape of DNA origami
shapes on binding sites to realize absolute and arbitrary orientation,
enabling DSA to independently specify all degrees of freedom and
thus break all translational and rotational symmetries for arbitrary
numbers of C1-symmetric molecular devices. Perhaps surpisingly,
we achieved this by combining broken up-down symmetry with a
mirror symmetric (D1, bilateral) shape—the small moon; a fully
asymmetric (C1) shape was neither necessary nor sufficient—the
C1-symmetric right triangle suffered from kinetic trapping.† Yet
†A system with multiple local maxima and a single global maximum could break
rotational symmetry in the limit of slow annealing to zero temperature. We have yet to
find a practical way to anneal DOP, but a combination of heat and monovalent cations
has been used to mobilize and crystallize origami kinetically trapped on mica (91).
the devices we have presented do not demonstrate the full power
of the small moons—the two-fold degeneracy of transition dipoles
means that D2 symmetric shapes, e.g. an elongate rectangle
or oval, could have been used. No isolated optical device, or
coupled array of optical devices yet designed seem to require full
symmetry-breaking: 2D chiral scatterers (92) (C4) require up-down
symmetry to be broken but not rotational, U-shaped resonators
(D1) for certain nonlinear metasurface holograms (93) require that
complete rotational symmetry be broken but not up-down. Within
electronics, no molecular device with the C1 symmetry of a bipolar
junction transistor has been achieved: molecular diodes (94, 95)
(D1) can tolerate flips about their mirror plane and crossed-CNT
FETs (3) (D2) can tolerate two flips and 180◦ rotation. On the
other hand, proposed planar optical and electronic circuits (96) of
even just a few symmetric components can almost invariably take
advantage of absolute and arbitrary orientation to avoid tortuous
paths for interconnect. In part, applications for DSA of molecular
components have been constrained by what has been possible. Now
that molecular orientation can be controlled, we anticipate that new
asymmetric devices and architectures will be explored.
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Materials and Methods
DNA origami designs, preparation and purification
Designs. Here, all origami were designed with caDNAno (http://cadnano.org/) to position all staple ends on the same
face of the origami so that single-stranded 20T extensions to 5’ staple ends would all project from the same face of the origami.
All caDNAno design files and lists of staples are included as a supplementary zip archive: AA-designs+scripts.zip. For
right triangle designs, we list two versions of each staple: one is as designed from caDNAno and the other is with 20T extension
on the 5’ end. The three origami used in this work are as follows:
1. Right-handed right triangle (RRT): Staples on the right-hand face of this triangle were extended. The caDNAno design
and staple list files are RRT.json, RRT-Staples.xls and RRT-T20-Staples.xls.
2. Left-handed right triangle (LRT): This design is similar to that for the right-handed right triangle, except that staple ends
have been shifted by half a DNA turn so that they fall onto the left-hand face of the triangle. The caDNAno design and
staple list files are LRT.json, LRT-Staples.xls and LRT-T20-Staples.xls.
3. Small moon: CaDNAno design and staple list files are small-moon.json and small-moon-staples.xslx; staples
are extended with 20T on their 5’ ends.
Preparation. Staple strands (Integrated DNA Technologies, 100 µM each in water) and the scaffold strand (single-stranded
M13mp18, 400 nM from Bayou Biolabs for right triangles; p8064, 100 nM from Tilibit for small moons) were mixed together to
target concentrations of 100 nM (each staple) and 40 nM, respectively (a 2.5:1 staple:scaffold ratio) in 10 mM Tris Base, 1 mM
EDTA buffer (adjusted to pH 8.35 with HCl) with 12.5 mM magnesium chloride (TE/Mg2+). 50 µL volumes of staple/scaffold
mixture were heated to 90◦C for 5 min and annealed from 90◦C to 20◦C at -0.2◦C/min in a PCR machine. We used 0.5 ml
DNA LoBind tubes (Eppendorf) to minimize loss of origami to the sides of the tube.
4!
Do not use acetate in preparation of the formation buffer for DNA origami (e.g. using acetic acid to adjust
pH). For historical reasons acetate-containing TAE/Mg2+, a gel electrophoresis buffer, has been used for
preparing DNA origami. In the context of origami placement, acetate ions cause a high background of small
particles to appear, presumably insoluble acetate salts.
Recipes of all origami used in this paper:
Scaffold Staple 10x Buffer Water
RRT, 0% T 5 µL (M13mp18) 16 µL (RRT) 5 µL 24 µL
RRT, 12.5% T 5 µL 2 µL (RRT-20T) + 14 µL (RRT) 5 µL 24 µL
RRT, 25% T 5 µL 4 µL (RRT-20T) + 12 µL (RRT) 5 µL 24 µL
RRT, 37.5% T 5 µL 6 µL (RRT-20T) + 10 µL (RRT) 5 µL 24 µL
RRT, 50% T 5 µL 8 µL (RRT-20T) + 8 µL (RRT) 5 µL 24 µL
RRT, 62.5% T 5 µL 10 µL (RRT-20T) + 6 µL (RRT) 5 µL 24 µL
RRT, 75% T 5 µL 12 µL (RRT-20T) + 4 µL (RRT) 5 µL 24 µL
RRT, 87.5% T 5 µL 14 µL (RRT-20T) + 2 µL (RRT) 5 µL 24 µL
RRT, 100% T 5 µL 16 µL (RRT-20T) 5 µL 24 µL
LRT, 0% T 5 µL 16 µL (LRT) 5 µL 24 µL
LRT, 12.5% T 5 µL 2 µL (LRT-20T) + 14 µL (LRT) 5 µL 24 µL
LRT, 25% T 5 µL 4 µL (LRT-20T) + 12 µL (LRT) 5 µL 24 µL
LRT, 37.5% T 5 µL 6 µL (LRT-20T) + 10 µL (LRT) 5 µL 24 µL
LRT, 50% T 5 µL 8 µL (LRT-20T) + 8 µL (LRT) 5 µL 24 µL
LRT, 62.5% T 5 µL 10 µL (LRT-20T) + 6 µL (LRT) 5 µL 24 µL
LRT, 75% T 5 µL 12 µL (LRT-20T) + 4 µL (LRT) 5 µL 24 µL
LRT, 87.5% T 5 µL 14 µL (LRT-20T) + 2 µL (LRT) 5 µL 24 µL
LRT, 100% T 5 µL 16 µL (LRT-20T) 5 µL 24 µL
Small moon 20 µL (p8064) 10 µL (20T modified) 5 µL 15 µL
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Purification. A high concentration of excess staples will prevent origami placement. Thus origami were purified away from
excess staples using 100 kD molecular weight cut-off filters spin filters (Amicon Ultra-0.5 Centrifugal Filter Units with
Ultracel-100 membranes, Millipore, UFC510024). By the protocol below, recovery is generally 40–50% and staples are no
longer visible by agarose gel:
1. Wet the filter by adding 500 µL TE/Mg2+.
2. Spin filter at 2000 rcf for 6 min at 4◦C , until the volume in the filter is 50 µL. Discard the filtrate.
3. Add 50 µL of unpurified origami and 400 µL TE/Mg2+. Spin at 2000 rcf for 6 min at 4◦C .
4. Discard the filtrate. Add 450 µL TE/Mg2+ and spin at 2000 rcf for 6 min at 4◦C .
5. Repeat step (4) three more times.
6. Invert the filter onto a clean tube and spin at 2000 rcf for 6 min at ◦C to collect purified origami (∼ 50µL).
Total time for this purification is roughly 40 minutes. Post-purification, origami are quantified using a NanoDrop spectrophoto-
meter (Thermo Scientific), estimating the molar extinction coefficient of the DNA origami as that of a fully double-stranded
M13mp18 molecule ( =123,735,380/M/cm; we do not correct for small single-stranded loops which are present on the edges
of some designs). We typically work with stock solutions of 15–20 nM DNA origami (2–2.5 OD). The working concentration
for origami during placement is 100 pM, which is too small to be measured with the NanoDrop, so serial dilutions must be
performed. High quality placement is very sensitive to origami concentration. To maintain consistency for each series of
experiments for a particular shape, a single high concentration stock solution (from a single purification) was maintained and
diluted to a nominal concentration of 100 pM as needed.
Note: All of the work reported in this paper was performed with spin-column purified origami, which is suitable for small
amounts of origami. Larger-scale purification can be achieved using PEG precipitation (97); we have performed placement
experiments using PEG-purified origami, and achieved good results. See ref. (98) for other large-scale purification techniques
and a comparison of their efficiency.
4!
After purification and quantification, it is especially important to use DNA LoBind tubes (Eppendorf) for
storage and dilution of low concentration DNA origami solutions. Low dilutions, e.g. 100 pM, must be made
fresh from more concentrated solutions and used immediately—even overnight storage can result in total loss
of origami to the sides of the tube. Addition of significant amounts of carrier DNA to prevent origami loss
may prevent origami placement, just as excess staples do. We have not yet determined whether other blocking
agents such as BSA might both prevent origami loss and preserve placement.
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Fabrication of binding sites
Fabrication of binding sites is very similar to that found in (8) and (26) here we give an overview of the process and a couple
places where it departs from previous work. All steps were carried out in Caltech’s Kavli Nanoscience Institute cleanroom.
For non-PCC exmperiments, fabrication begins with a thermally-grown SiO2 layer (on a silicon wafer) which is cleaned and
silanized with a trimethyl silyl passivation layer by vapor deposition of HMDS (hexamethyldisilazane). A thin (80 nm) layer
of PMMA 950 A2 (MicroChem Corp.; our previous work used a thicker layer of PMMA 950 A3) is spun-coat on the substrate
as a resist. Binding sites in the shape of a DNA origami are defined in the resist with e-beam lithography and developed. After
the binding sites are defined, the trimethyl silyl passivation layer is selectively removed at the binding sites using an anisotropic
O2-plasma etch, in a process we term ‘activation’. Finally, the residual PMMA resist is removed to reveal a substrate that is
composed of two chemically distinct regions: (i) origami-shaped features covered with ionizable surface silanols (-OH) and (ii)
a neutrally-charged background covered with trimethyl silyl groups. This procedure enables good placement in 35 mM Mg2+.
For the photonic crystal experiments on silicon nitride, the complex geometry of the holes and membranes means that we
cannot add an HMDS passivation layer to some surfaces. To avoid nonspecific binding of origami to these surfaces, we perform
DOP at a lower Mg2+ concentration of 12.5 mM. To achieve strong adhesion to binding sites under this condition, we silanize
activated sites with 0.1% CTES (carboxyethylsilanetriol from Gelest, 25% w/v Catalog # SIC2263.0) in 10 mM Tris, pH 8.0 for
30 minutes before the resist is stripped. In our previous work (8), silanization was performed with lower concentration CTES
(0.01% for 10 minutes) after the resist was stripped but the new protocol results in lower background binding since the HMDS
passivation layer is protected beneath the resist during silanization.
Fabrication of PCC arrays
Here, fabrication of PCC arrays is very similar to the process found in (8) for “isolated PCCs”, rather than the process for
“close-packed arrays”; this is because the PCC arrays described here are smaller and do not justify the more complex process
used to fabricate very large, suspended arrays of PCCs. All steps were carried out in Caltech’s Kavli Nanoscience Institute
cleanroom.
A schematic of the fabrication process is shown in Fig. S13 and SEM of the result in Fig. S14. Fabrication began with
double-side polished silicon wafers (DSP, 〈100〉, 380±10µm thick, University Wafers, Rogue Valley Microdevices) with
275 nm layers of LPCVD-grown SiN on both sides of each wafer. The wafer was cleaned and alignment markers were
defined in the SiN layer by e-beam lithography and modified-Bosch ICP etching. The substrate was then cleaned and silanized
with a trimethyl silyl passivation layer using vapor deposition of HMDS. Next, binding sites in the shape of a DNA origami
were defined using e-beam lithography at specific locations on the front face using the previously-defined alignment markers.
Binding sites were then activated with a short O2 plasma etch to create silanols, the silanols were converted to carboxyl groups
(see “Fabrication of binding sites”), and the resist was stripped. New resist was spun on, and PCCs were defined around
binding site by e-beam lithography and modified-Bosch ICP etching of the SiN layer. Finally, PCCs were suspended using a
XeF2 isotropic etch of the underlying Si layer.
FDTD simulations of PCCs
Three dimensional (3D) finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulation was used both for PCC design and to generate
simulated LDOS for comparison with experimental maps of the resonant cavity modes. All simulations were performed using
FDTD Solutions from Lumerical Solutions, Inc https://www.lumerical.com/. Lumerical simulation files can be found in
the directory LumericalScripts in the zip archive AA-designs+scripts.zip. Matlab files for creating Autocad versions
of optimized resonators can be found in the directory AutocadScriptGenerator in the same zip archive.
To design the photonic crystal we fixed the refractive index of SiN at 2.05, the thickness of the SiN membrane at 275 nm,
and adjusted r, r/a, r1, r2 and s (inset, Fig. S14A) to maximize quality factor within the wavelength range of 655–660 nm.
Photonic crystal size was set to 20a in the x direction and 34.64a in the y direction. Boundary conditions were implemented
by introducing a perfect matching layer around the structure. The simulation discretization was set to a/R in the x-direction,
0.866a/R in the y-direction, and a/R in the z-direction, where the variable R was set to 10 for PCC design (so that PCC
parameter could be quickly optimized), and set to 20 to generated simulated LDOS of higher resolution for comparison with
experimental mode maps. The simulation modeled emission from a single dipole with polarization P (x, y, z) = (1, 1, 0),
located at a weak symmetry point close the cavity surface.
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Origami placement experiments
Below we describe the placement protocol in four steps. See troubleshooting guide on page 8 for an enumeration of problems
and suggestions. See our previous work (26) for a greater discussion of origami placement; the supplemental material for that
work provides a figure (Fig. S3) showing how substrates should look during the placement process.
1. Binding. A 50 mm petri dish was prepared with a moistened kimwipe to limit evaporation. For non-PCC samples,
solution with 100 pM origami was prepared in placement buffer (10 mM Tris, 35 mM Mg2+, pH 8.3) and a 20 µL drop
was deposited in the middle of the chip on top of the patterned region. For PCC arrays, 12.5 mM Mg2+ was used in
the placement buffer (see note below). The chip was placed in a closed, humid petri dish and the origami solution was
allowed to incubate on the chip for 1 hour.
2. Initial wash. After the 1 hour incubation, excess origami (in solution) were washed away with at least 8 buffer washes
by pipetting 60 µL of fresh placement buffer onto the chip, and pipetting 60 µL off of the chip. Each of the 8 washes
consisted of pipetting the 60 µL volume up and down 2–3 times to mix the fresh buffer with existing buffer on the chip.
This initial wash took about 2 minutes.
3. Tween wash. Next, in order to remove origami that were non-specifically bound to the passivated background, the chip
was buffer-washed 5 times using a Tween washing buffer made by adding 0.1% Tween 20 (v/v) to placement buffer.
This took about 1 minute. Because of the low surface tension of the Tween washing buffer, these washes were somewhat
tricky: they involve adding 20–40 µL of tween wash buffer, just enough to cover most of the chip, but not enough to spill
over the chip and wet the back side of the chip (this may introduce dust contamination from the petri dish). After the 5th
wash, the chip was left to incubate for 30 minutes.
4. Final wash. Lastly, the chip was buffer-washed 8 times back into either a higher pH stabilizing buffer for wet AFM
imaging (10 mM Tris, 35 mM Mg2+, pH 8.9; this prevents movement during AFM) or placement buffer for subsequent
drying. This took about 2 minutes. These washes were high volume (60 µL) and were intended to completely remove the
Tween 20. The amount of Tween 20 left was monitored qualitatively by the surface tension of the drop (roughly, by eye).
When a 20µL drop covered roughly the same area as the initially deposited drop, it was assumed that the Tween 20 had
been sufficiently removed. After the last wash, the chip was left with roughly 20 µL of buffer and was ready for AFM
imaging or drying.
4! Do not use EDTA in placement, Tween washing, or imaging buffers. It is unnecessary in this context, andwill slightly change the effective Mg2+ concentration available for placement.
4!
Do not allow the patterned region with binding sites to dry at any point during the binding step or subsequent
buffer washes. Inadvertent dewetting of the binding sites leads to distortion of the origami (causing them to
ball up) as well as the formation of salt crystals on the binding sites. If the substrate needs to be dried follow
the ethanol drying procedure presented in the next section.
4! Use Tween 20, rather than other surfactants. Tween 80 and SDS, which are two other common surfactants,lead to very different results. Tween 80 leads to the total removal of placed origami from the substrate. SDS
does not remove excess origami from the trimethyl silyl background.
4! Make sure that chips are not exposed to Tween 20 until after the origami have been deposited. Tween 20applied before binding significantly reduces binding to activated sites.
4!
Make fresh buffer solutions every week. Here and elsewhere in this work, we use buffers at low strength
(typically 10 mM) to minimize background binding and to make complete washing into different buffers
easier. This means the buffers have low buffering capacity and the pH will decrease with time (and placement
may cease to work).
Note: For non-PCC samples the binding of DNA origami to SiO2 is mediated by Mg2+ binding to surface silanols. For
PCC samples, the origami binding is mediated by Mg2+ binding to carboxyl groups generated by CTES silanization. The use
of carboxylated binding sites allows high-quality origami placement and orientation on SiN PCC membranes at a much lower
Mg2+ concentration (12.5 mM) than that required (35 mM) for O2 plasma-activated binding sites on SiO2. We suggest that
the effect is due to the difference in pKa between these two functional groups: similar surface carboxyl groups (99) have a
6
pKa∼6, while silanol groups have a pKa of 8.3. Thus binding sites with carboxyl groups should carry a higher negative charge
at our working pH of 8.3, they should bind more Mg2+, and should enable the observed binding of origami at lower Mg2+
concentration. In addition to decreasing the potential for salt artifacts during drying, the use of carboxyl groups has a further
very important added benefit. During the extensive PCC fabrication process, different surface types as identified by a specific
series of treatments, are created. Some of these, for example the inside of the PCC holes or the back side of the PCC membranes,
are not passivated with trimethyl silyl groups, and appear to bind some origami at higher Mg2+ concentrations. Thus the use
of carboxylated binding sites (and hence a lower Mg2+ concentraton for placement) decreases nonspecific origami binding and
ensures that under our buffer conditions the only locations at which origami can stably bind are the intended binding sites.
Ethanol drying
After DNA origami were immobilized on chips (and potentially labeled with TOTO-3), they were dried by exposure to an
ethanol dilution series: 10 seconds in 50% ethanol, 30 seconds in 75% ethanol, and 120 seconds in 90% ethanol. To remove
remaining 90% ethanol, chips were air dried.
4! If arrays of placed origami are subjected to solutions with less than 80% ethanol for an extended period(> 2 minutes), a significant reduction in binding is observed.
4! Drying with stream of N2 can lead to drying artifacts (e.g. micron-scale streaks visible via AFM).
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Troubleshooting origami placement
Problem Likely cause Solution
Site occupancy below 90%. • Old chip with inactive sites.• Low origami concentration.
• Short incubation time.
• Low Mg2+ or pH, esp.
if site occupancy <30%.
• Chips work best ≤24 hours after activation.
• Use higher origami concentration, ≥ 100 pM.
Prepare dilution fresh. Use Lo-Bind tubes.
• Incubate origami for an hour.
• If using silanol surface, use ≥35 mM Mg2+.
• If using carboxyl surface, test carboxylation
by placing on an unpatterned activated chip.
• Use pH 8.3–8.5.
High multiple binding. Primarily:• High origami concentration.
• Long incubation time.
• Oversized features.
Secondarily:
• High pH.
• High Mg2+.
First try:
• Use ∼100 pM origami.
• Keep incubation between 30 and 90 min.
• Look at features in resist by SEM and
adjust e-beam write (feature size, dose)
and/or minimize O2 activation time.
Second try:
• Keep pH in the range 8.3–8.5.
• Use 35 mM Mg2+.
Poor alignment of origami
with few multiple bindings.
• High pH.
• High Mg2+.
• Keep pH in the range 8.3–8.5.
• Use ≥35 mM Mg2+ (if using silanols).
• Symmetry breaking non-sticky patch is
absent, e.g. poorly written.
High background binding.
•Whole or partial origami
on background in AFM.
• Unstable AFM, e.g.
whole scanlines of
identical value (“scars”).
• For fluorescent origami,
high background under
optical imaging.
• Poor initial TMS quality.
• TMS hydrolyzed by high pH.
• TMS hydrolyzed by long
incubation.
• Failure to wash weakly
bound origami from TMS.
• Dehydrate the wafer by baking before and
after TMS formation.
• Keep pH<9 preferably in the range 8.3–8.5.
• Keep incubation between 30 and 90 minutes.
• Remove weakly bound origami with
8× Tween 20 washes.
Large particulates on sites
but few or no origami.
• Sample dewetted or dried.
Salts and origami aggregates
occupy the site.
• Do not let chip dewet during origami
deposition or subsequent buffer washes.
Small particles on
background.
• Overbaked PMMA.
• Acetate causes fine precipitate.
• Bake PMMA for 30 s at 180◦C .
• Use non-acetate salts/acids when preparing
buffers, e.g. use MgCl2, and HCl to adjust.
Placement requires more
than 35 mM Mg2+.
• Surface is too rough
or improperly cleaned.
• Include HF and NH4F cleaning steps.
Continues on next page...
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Problem Likely cause Solution
AFM unstable; false engages. • Tween 20 still present. • Increase buffer washes until surface tension
is restored.
Origami fall off during
ethanol drying.
• Too much time spent in
dilute ethanol <80%.
•Move quickly from low to high % ethanol.
Origami ball up into site
during ethanol drying and
corners are double height.
• Origami project onto
non-sticky TMS surface.
• Hydrolyze TMS surface before drying
by incubating in pH 9 buffer.
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AFM characterization
All AFM images were aquired using a Dimension Icon AFM/Nanoscope V Scanner (Bruker) using the “short and fat” cantilever
from an SNL probe (“sharp nitride lever”, 2 nm tip radius, Bruker). Non-PCC samples were imaged in fluid tapping mode, using
a cantilever resonance between 8 and 10 kHz. The use of phase imaging allowed us to minimize the tip-sample interaction and
still achieve high enough contrast for image analysis. (High-contrast height imaging required large enough tip-sample forces
that origami would occasionally detach from the surface.) PCC samples were imaged in air in contact mode. AFM images
were processed using Gwyddion (http://gwyddion.net/). Single and multiple binding events for placed origami were
hand-annotated and measurements of right triangle and small moon orientation were made by hand.
TOTO-3 binding and optical experiments
After placement, small moon origami were labeled with TOTO-3 (Invitrogen/ThermoFisher) and dried via ethanol drying.
TOTO-3 labeling was performed by incubating placed origami in a buffer (10 mM Tris, 35 mM Mg2+ at pH 8.3) containing
1 nM TOTO-3 for 10 minutes at room temperature.
All fluorescence imaging was performed with an Olympus BX-61 microscope with a xenon excitation source and Hamamatsu
EMCCD cooled to -75◦ C. For fluorescence imaging of simple placed samples (without PCCs), excitation light was filtered
with a 640 nm shortpass filter and emission light was longpass-filtered via a 645 nm dichroic. For the PCC array, an additional
655±5 nm badpass filter was used to select the PCC’s fundamental wavelength of 657.2 nm. For non-PCC samples, excitation
light was filtered with an additional linear polarizer, mounted on a rotatable adaptor to allow selection of the desired excitation
polarization β relative to the sample axis. For non-PCC samples, fluorescence emission was collected using a 50× objective
(1.0 NA oil, optimized for polarized light); for the PCC array, a 50× (0.8 NA air) objective was used.
Photoexposure was limited to prevent photobleaching, which could influence data for which multiple serial images were
taken. For both PCC and non-PCC samples, we observed that complete bleaching took approximately 45 seconds under
constant illumination; we took care to limit exposure to less than 10% of this time. For non-PCC samples, the integration time
for each polarization angle was 100 milliseconds. For orientation measurements this meant a total of 3.6 seconds of exposure,
for the polarimeter this meant a total of 1.2 seconds of exposure. The final image of the PCC arry (Fig. 4E) was created by
averaging images from three separate samples; each sample was individually imaged with an integration time of 1 second.
4!
Do not label origami with TOTO-3 prior to placement. Our attempts to label origami with TOTO-3 in
solution, prior to placement, resulted in no origami binding. This is likely due to distortion of the origami’s
3D shape upon TOTO-3 intercalation (which changes DNA twist); profound distortions of DNA origami have
been observed upon the binding of other intercalators (100,101). By intentionally designing DNA origami
with underwinding so that intercalated origami have the desired (flat) 3D shape (102) it should be possible to
achieve placement with origami labelled with TOTO-3 or other intercalators.
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Fig. S1. Comparison of methods for aligning nanodevices. Here we give representative schematics for a wide variety of techniques which
could be used to align nanodevices comprised of, or templated on, DNA strands, carbon nanotubes, metal nanowires, and DNA origami.
We do not review a wide body of work which deals with positioning spherical particles (e.g. [11, 12, 15] ) since we are interested in work
which has the ability to perform orientation of at least dipoles, if not absolute orientation. We note that in general, one dimensional structures
cannot be used for absolute orientation because they can spin arbitrarily along their long axis. (A) Simple flow powered by the receding
meniscus of an evaporating drop (38-41), often termed molecular combing, has long been used to arrange DNA and other one-dimensional
DNA nanostructures, aligning them to a single θ, at least locally. Inorganic nanowires have been aligned as well (42, 43). (B) Combined
with microfluidics (44), shear from moving experimental setups (45), and a variety of stamping and pattern-transfer methods, flow alignment
can be made considerably more powerful, and allowing limited control over the x-y positioning of one dimensional nanostructures. While a
single application is still limited to a single θ, multiple applications can lead to arrays of crossed structures (44, 46). Similar results for other
techniques such as Langmuir Blodgett films are reviewed in (103). (C) Magnetic and electric fields have been used to align carbon nanotubes
(27, 28) and metallic nanowires (29, 30), and particulate dumbbells (31). In these examples, alignment forces act on induced dipoles, devices
so aligned are subject to random 180◦ rotation. Alignment of fixed dipoles, for example the electrostatic dipoles of antibodies (37), or the
magnetic dipoles of microfabricated helical swimmers (32, 33) allow rotational symmetry to be broken. We neglect to draw schema field
based dielectrophoretic methods which could potentially achieve arbitrary x,y control with intricate electrode patterns (34–36); however,
orientation at small electrode gaps tends to be poorer than for large-scale uniform fields. (D) A combination of chemical differentiation
(via e-beam activation) and flow alignment can achieve orientation (up to 180◦ rotation) and some control over position (18). (E) Scanning
probe-based chemical differentiation of a surface (here dip-pen nanolithography) allows linear viruses (16) or carbon nanotubes (17) to be
oriented arbitrarily. (F) Lithographic patterning of gold dots allows linear DNA structures terminated with thiols to be arbitrarily oriented (19,
21) similar work on block copolymers (20) compromises arbitrary x, y, θ control for potential scalability. (G) Extension of the gold-dot/thiol
approach to 2D nanostructures (rectangles) allows orientational freedom to be limited to just four degenerate orientations (22). (H) DNA
origami placement of equilateral triangles still leaves six degenerate orientations, and orientational fidelity is relatively coarse, allowing only
four rotations to be distinguished (24–26). (I) The current work with asymmetric small moons achieves absolute and arbitrary orientation,
and should enable more than 50 distinguishable rotations.
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Fig. S2. AFM of right triangle origami with its right-hand face 100% modified with 20T overhangs, placed on right-handed binding
sites. Placement conditions: 100 pM origami, 10 mM Tris, 35 mM Mg2+, and pH 8.35 for a 60 minute incubation. Ovals give examples of
how binding events were scored. Red ovals, single origami with roughly the desired orientation. Green ovals, single origami with undesired
orientations. Blue ovals, empty sites. Purple ovals, double bindings or other unscored binding events. Angles of single origami relative to
binding sites (red and green ovals) were measured for 437 sites, to the nearest multiple of 4.5◦. Scale bar, 2µm.
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Fig. S3. Kinetic simulatins of aligning the right triangle origami to its binding site are sensitive to the choice of neighborhood in the
local move set. From any particular alignment state (x, y, θ) its neigborhood is the set of states reachable via a single valid transition. In
steepest ascent hill climbing, the neighbor that improves the alignment most is selected as the new state, and the simulation ends when no
neighbor can improve upon the current state. (A) Neighbors differ from current state by ±1 nm in either x or y (but not both), or differ by
±1◦ in rotation, resulting in 6 neighbors total. (B) Neighbors differ from the current state by translation (±1 nm in either x or y or both),
or any rotation (±1◦ rotation), resulting in 10 neighbors total. (C) Neighbors differ from the current state by any combination of translation
(±1 nm in either x or y or both) and rotation (±1◦ rotation), resulting in 26 neighbors total. This most restricted neighborhood definition (A)
results in the largest number of local maxima macrostates (7) in the resulting state space of the landscape, while the most permissive (C) has
the fewest (3). In all cases 1◦ microstates were binned into 9◦ macrostates. Code for these analyses is in shapealign-0.1a.tar.gz
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Fig. S4. Binding energy landscapes. Sections of energy landscapes for which x and y are allowed to vary, and θ is fixed at one of six
values, 0◦, 60◦, 120◦, 180◦, 240◦ and 300◦. Colors run from high binding energy (red) to low (blue). (A) Right triangle binding to a right
triangle-shaped binding site; the landscape is rugged with multiple local maxima. While the right triangle has a hole, the binding site does not
have a non-sticky region which matches the hole. Adding a non-sticky region to match the hole (not shown) does not prevent local maxima.
(B) Ideal small moon binding to an ideal small moon-shaped binding site; the landscape is a smooth inverted funnel with a single maxima.
The binding site has a non-sticky region which matches the hole in the origami; this breaks in plane rotational symmetry. (C) Experimental
small moon binding to an ideal small moon shaped binding site. The shape of the hole in the actual experimental origami is a square, rather
than a circle; the effect is that a single energy maxima is maintained but, at certain locations, the slope of the surface is slightly flattened.
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Fig. S5. Schematics and AFM for the small moon origami. (A) Dimensions of the small moon origami. (B) Dimensions of the e-beam
patterned binding site used for DOP of the small moon origami. (C) AFM of small moon origami on an unpatterned SiO2 surface. The
staples of these small moon origami are all modified with 20T extensions, but the symmetry of the D1 symmetry of the small moons prevents
a determination of whether the are landing right-side up (with 20Ts up) or up-side down. (D) AFM of a modification of the small moon
designed to help verify that small moons bind SiO2 right-side up. Inset shows a region of staples (red) which were omitted to break the D1
symmetry of the small moons. The resulting C1 shape allows discrimination based on which edge of the origami looks ragged or broken.
Green shading indicates origami which were judged to be right-side up. Of 642 origami inspected, 95.6% (614) were found to be right-side
up; 4.4% were found to be upside-down or their orientation could not be determined.
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Fig. S6. Annotated AFM of small moon origami placed on square array of 105 nm diameter disk-shaped binding site. Scale bar, 2µm.
Red circles indicate single origami binding events (at 83% of 600 sites) which were cut out automatically and averaged to yield annular image
in Fig. 2E.
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Fig. S7. Annotated AFM of small moon origami placed on a square array of small moon binding sites. Scale bar, 2µm. Blue ovals
indicate sites which were not analyzed. The remaining 592 sites (98.7% of 600 total sites; only 529 sites are shown) were cut out and averaged
to yield the reconstruction of the small moon in Fig. 2F. Orientation of each small moon was automatically extracted and they were found to
be oriented to 0◦±6.7 degrees. We suggests that the discrepancy between this orientational fidelity, and that measured optically (±3.2◦) can
be explained by a poorer ability to measure the orientation of small moons from AFM data, which are noisy and have apparent salt artifacts
(see white dots on origami).
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Fig. S8. Schematic and raw fluorescence data for small moon origami placed on a 1µm period square array 105 nm diameter
disk-shaped binding sites. (A) Schematic indicates that small moons will bind with random orientations and the excitation dipoles of
intercalated TOTO-3 fluorophores will be uncontrolled. (B) 36 images show the rotation of excitation light polarization (green) relative to the
array axis (blue) in 10◦ increments. Variations in the intensity of small moons is uncorrelated.
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Fig. S9. Schematic and raw fluorescence data for small moon origami placed on a 1µm period square array of shape-matched
binding sites. (A) Schematic indicates how the small moon origami will align to the binding sites and in turn align the excitation dipoles of
intercalated TOTO-3 fluorophores. (B) 36 images show the rotation of excitation light polarization (green) relative to the array axis (blue) in
10◦ increments. Variations in intensity between small moons is highly correlated, and small moons are brightest when the polarization axis
lines up with the array axis.
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Fig. S10. Analysis of orientation based on fluorescence data. (A) A subsection of data presented in Fig. S8, TOTO-3 labelled small moons
bound to disk-shape binding sites. Ten particular binding sites are highlighted with differently colored circles. (B) Traces of fluorescence
intensity from ten binding sites highlighted in (A), as a function of the orientation of excitation polarization β. All of the k = 1 to 600
individual traces can be fit to Io cos2(β−θk)+c. (C) Histogram of θk aggregated into 10◦ bins shows that the θk are randomly distributed and
that small moons exhibit no preferential orientation on disk-shaped sites. The flat histogram further suggests that the excitation polarization
is that intended, and that the experimental setup introduces no undesired anisotropy. (D) Histogram of θk aggregated into 1◦ bins for data
from Fig. S9, the binding of small moons to shape matched binding sites. θk cluster around 0◦ with a standard deviation of 3.2◦.
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Fig. S11. Approximation of helix bending. (A) In DNA origami, helices bend back and forth between crossovers, leaving gaps. The
interhelical gap is empirical. The origami designs used in this paper have a 1.5 turn spacing between crossovers, which has been consistently
observed to add 1 nm of gap per helix. (B) A model which uses rectangles to depict 1.5 turn, 16 base segments, 5.44 nm wide and 2 nm tall
segments of DNA; here a patch of origami with crossovers denoted by red arrows is depicted without interhelical bending. (C) Coarse grain
Monte Carlo electrostatic models (104) which capture the interhelical gap result in complex curves which are too detailed for estimating helix
angle. Here we simply model helical bending using rigid rods, which we allow to overlap slightly at cossovers, to yield an average bend angle
of 10.6◦, as depicted in (D).
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Fig. S12. Design and raw data for the polarimeter. (A) Design shows the orientation of small moon origami in each of the 12 rays of the
polarimeter. DNA helices are perpendicular to the ray and so the excitation dipole of intercalated TOTO-3 is aligned parallel to the ray. (B)
36 images of the polarimeter under polarized illumination; green arrows indicate axis of polarization.
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1. Clean SiN/Si/SiN wafer,
    spin on resist (PMMA).
2. Define alignment markers,
    etch, and strip resist.
3. Plasma clean, dehydrate,
   silanize to create 
   trimethyl silyl groups,
   bake to stabilize.
4. Spin resist, e-beam
    write binding sites and
    develop.
8. Spin resist.
9. E-beam pattern PCCs, 
    develop, etch into SiN.
11. Strip resist.
7. Resist strip.
trimethyl silyl-passivated background
carboxysilane-activated binding site
resist (PMAA, top; ZEP, back)
275 nm silicon nitride
silicon
surface silanols
10. Suspend SiN using
      XeF  gas etch.2
5. O  plasma etch to create
    silanols on binding sites.
2
6. Convert silanols to 
    carboxyl groups via
    CTES silanization.
Fig. S13. Process flow for fabricating PCC arrays. Note that while we used wafers with SiN on both sides, this was just what we had
available, and wafers with SiN on a single side could have been used. After fabrication, substrates are incubated in origami solution, rinsed
of excess origami, subject to an ethanol dilution series, and air dried.
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Fig. S14. Photonic crystal arrays for optimizing emitter orientation. (A) SEM image of a section of the 13×6 PCC array; scale bar is
2 µm. Inset shows critical dimensions of different features of the PCC: a = 256 nm, r/a = 0.3, r1/a = 0.2, r2/a = 0.25, s = 0.22a. (B)
AFM of a PCC with a single small moon origami oriented with its DNA helices parallel to the long axis of the cavity. (C) Similar to (B), with
origami oriented so that its helices are perpendicular to the long axis of the cavity. Scale bars for (B) and (C), 500 nm.
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